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Abstract - Recent progress in the molecular biology of synaptic transmission, in particular of
neurotransmitter receptors, offers nove! information relevant co 'realistic' modeling of neural
processes at the single cell and netWork level. Sophisticated computer analyses pf2D crystals by
high resolution electron microscopy yield images of single neurotransmitter receptormolecules
with tentative identifications of ligand binding sites and of conforrnational transitions. The
dynamics of conformational changes can be accounted for by a 'multistate allosteric netWork'
model. Allosteric receptors also possess the structUral and functional properties required to serve
as coincidence detectors betWeen pre- and post-synaptic signais and, therefore, can be used as
building blocks for a chemical Hebb synapse. These properties were introduced into netWorks of
formal neurons capable of producing and detecting temporal sequences. ln more elaborate niodels
of pre-frontal cortex functions, allosteric receptors control the selection of transient 'pre-repre.sentations' and their stabilization by external or internal reward signals. We apply this scheme to
Shallice's Tower of London test, and we show how a hierarchical neuronal architecture can implement executive or pl~ning functiQns associated with frontal areas. (@ Académie des sciences /
.
Elsevier, Paris.)

Résumé- Lesprogrès récents en biologie moléculaire de la transmission synaptique, en
particulier des récepteurs des neurotransmetteurs, fournissent des informations
nouvelles pertinentes pour la modélisation des processus neuronaux au niveau de la
cellule et des circuits. Des analyses informatiques sophistiquées en 20 de cristaux par
microscopie électronique de haute résolution fournissent des images de molécules de
récepteur uniques ainsi qu'une identification putative des sites actifs et des changements de conformation. La dynamique des processus de transduction entre conformations peut être modélisée par un « réseau allostérique à plusieurs états ». Ces récepteurs
allostériques possèdent également les propriétés structurelles et fonctionnelles requises
pour servir de détecteurs de coïncidence entre des signaux pré- et post-synaptiques
dans une synapse de Hebb. Nous avons introduit ces propriétés dans des réseaux..de
neurones capables de produire et de détecter des séql!ences temporelles. Dans des
modèles plus élaborés de fonctions associées au cortex préfrontal, les récepteurs allostériquescontrôlent la sélection de « pré-représentations» transientes et leur stabilisation par des signaux de renforcement externes ou internes. Nous appliquons ce schéma
au test de la Tour de Londres de Shallice, et montrons qu'une architecture neuronale
hiérarchique rend compte des fonctions exécutives ou de planification associées aux
régionsfrontales. (<<J Académie des sciences / Elsevier, Paris.)
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1. Introduction
Any attempt to integrate, within a single causal model,
anatomy, activity and a defined behavior hinges upon several difficulties (see [1] for discussion). A first one is the
definition of 'nested' hierarchica//eve/s of organisation
(from the molecular cellular, circuit to the higher circuit
levels) at which a given behavioral performance can be
assigned; a classical source of error, indeed, is the attempt
to relate a given cognitive function to an organisation
which does not exhibit the required structural cOmple~ity.
and vice versa. A second issue is the 'style' of information
processing postulated for the artificial organism under
modeling; in many instances, the standard information
processing input-output scheme of the cybernetics and of
classical physiology has to be abandoned in favor of a
projective style, according to which the organism constantly anticipates and tests the outside world (as its own
private world) by producing a diversity of 'pre-representations'. Last,many ofthe elementary building blocks currently utilized in model building are taken from
physiological and often phenomenol<?gicalexperiments;
the recent progress in the mo/ecu/ar bi%gy of synaptic
transmission offers additional elementary mechanisms
particularly relevant to 'realistic' modeling at the single
cell and network levels.

2. Modeling synaptic transmission
and its regulation at the neurotransmitter receptor level
ln most recent models of formai neurons ([2], see also
[3]), the basic synaptic units are viewed as transmitting
devices in which pre-synaptic penetrating ionic currents
specify the amount of neurotransmitter release and,
accordingly, the 'efficacy' of the synapse. Quantal analysisof neurotransmitter release mechanisms and their regulation has indeed produced important sets of data which
have been modeled on computers, thus offering new
tools for the formalisation of neural networks and for the
depression/facilitation of their connections [4]. On the
other hand, fast and/or slow receptor mechanisms (excitatory or inhibitory) at the post-synaptic level on the output neuron as on the nerve endings at the terminal and/or
preterminallevel do contribute, in a significant(or sometimes dominant) manner, to the regulation of 'synaptic
efficacies' (review in [5]).
The 'fast' channe/-/inked receptors, and the 'slow'
metabotropic C-protein-/inked receptors compose two
major familîes of neurotransmitter receptors with distinct
3D organisations [6]. .Thearchetype of the firstone is typified by the nicotinic acetylcholine receptor, with four
transmembrane spanning segments (glutamate receptors
may compose a separate family) (review [7]). The second

follows the pattern of the bacteriorhodopsin-~-adrenergic
receptor with seven transmembrane spanning segments
[8, 9]. ln the absence of 3D X-raycrystallographic data,
sophisticated electron microscopy at high resolution
yields, after extensive computer treatment, images of single receptor molecules down to atomic resolution. Moreover, affinity labeling and site-directed mutagenesis
experiments have resulted in the identification of amino
acids from a variety of critical sites. Progress in the understanding of these receptor molecules and of their regulatory properties is thus expected from the computer
reconstruction of their 3D functional organisation.
ln the case of the ligand-gated ion channels, the introduction of chemica/ kinetics methods where binding of
agonist and channel opening were measured directly and
in parallel, in vitro on membrane 'microsacs' [10], has
given the opportunity to evaluate new parameters and by
consequence to test new theoretica/ mode/s. Extensionto
membrane-bound receptors of the two-state MonodWyman-Ch.angeux scheme for allosteric transitions, initially designed to account for the structural and kinetic
properties of cytoplasmic regulatory enzymes, has lead to
the demonstration that the nicotinic receptor may
undergo a 'cascade' of discrete conformational transitions
between resting (low affinity, closed) state, active
(medium affinity,fast, open) state and desensitized (high
affinity, slow, refractory) state. Formai models of such
allosteric network mechanisms offer simple expianations
for the remarkable pleiotropic phenotypes observed with
acetylcholine nicotinic, glycine and serotonine receptors
(such as the simultaneous loss of desensitization, the
enhanced affinity, the alterations of channel properties,
the spontaneous opening of the channel, the switch of
some antagonists to agonists) as a consequence of single
mutations within the channel domain M2 [11]. Similarly,
point mutations within C-protein-linked receptors may
stabilize constitutively active conformations of G-proteinlinked receptors in the absence of ligand [9].
An important assumption of the allosteric model is that
at variance with sequential modêls these different conformations may spontaneously e'.'ist, in equilibrium prior
to ligand binding. Accordingly,the physiological effect of
agonists/competitive antagonists is viewed as the selective
stabilizationof the particu/a; conformation of the receptor
to which they selectively bind. Moreover, physiological
effectors such as divalent cations, neuropeptides, voltage,
phosphorylation/dephosphorylation modulate the response of these receptors without directly interacting with
the agonist binding site but via the differential regulation
of 'activatable' versus 'refractory' conformations of the
receptors, thus determining the efficacy of the synapse at
the post-synaptic level. Depending on the initial balance
between conformations the regulation might either be a
potentiation or a depression (see [12]).
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3. An 'allosteric' Hebb ru le and the

ger. As a consequence, synapse C-B has to be active
before synapse A-B and with a determined time delay for
signais to be transmitted by synapse A-B. This short-term
modification of synaptic efficacy thus creates a mechanism for time-sequence detection and production [17].
ln addition, since the post-synaptic receptor of synapse
A-B may follûw the 'allosteric Hebb rule', then a longerterm modification of synaptic efficacy may take place at
its level. Introduction of this rule leads to the differentiation of sequence-detecting neurons and to the stabilization of ongoing temporal sequences.
It is of interest that triads, composed of a dopamine terminai and of a presumed excitatory input together with a
spine of a pyramidal cell have been recently identified in
pre-frontal cortex by electron microscopy (18). Similar
deviceshavealso beenassumedforelementarylearning
in simple networks such as in Aplysia (Kandel)or cerebellum (lto),though in a differentconceptual network (see
(12) for discussion).

concept of synaptic triad
A popular model for near-coincidence detection
between pre- and post-synaptic excitation has been suggested in the recent years for the glutamate-NMDA receptor on the basis of the voltage-dependent block of the ion
channel by MgH (see [13D.Thepre-synaptically released
glutamate activates the NMDAreceptor channel only if,at
the same moment, the post-synaptic membrane is sufficiently depolarized to release the MgH block of the channel. Thismodel is indeed parsimonious: only two states (R
and A)are required. However, the voltage-sensitive MgH
block (or homolog) is rarely encountered in other species
of ligand-gated ion channels (cationic or anionic).
On the other hand, a large majority of ligand-gated ion
channels display desensitization and/or potentiation with
kinetics which may be fitted by allosteric models. ln addition, because of their transmembrane disposition these
receptors carry sites on both their synaptic and cytoplasmic sides letting the molecule-integrate within a given
time window multiple convergent pre-and post-synaptic
signais. A time coincidence detection mechanism may
then be built from the discrete al/-or-none mechanism of
the slow al/osteric transition between, for instance, the R
and 0 states. Simulation experiments, indeed, show that,
using the values of the parameters determined with Torpedo AChR, changes of synaptic efficacy followiilg a
Hebbian rule can be obtained which may, in theory, last
seconds or even minutes. Moreover, a distinctive property
of neuronal nicotinic receptors is their high CaH to Na+
permeability ratio [14-1 (:1)which. ~pproaches that of the
glutamate-NMDA receptor. As a consequence, in nicotinic brain receptors (as in other brain receptors), CaH
influx through the open channel may elicit second
messenger cascades resulting in long-term modulations. It
is thus expected that a better knowledge of the actual
contribution of the neurotransmitter receptors to these
processes, as their modeling, will directly contribute to
the understa~ding of elementary learning mechanisms at
the synaptic level.

4. levels of organization and selection
by reward in formai networks
performing delayed-responsetasks
Attempts have been made to build more elaborate formai models of neural architecture which are able to perform cognitive tasks such as delayed response (1) and
Wisconsin Card sorting task (19) which both tax the prefrontal cortex. Pre-frontalcortex has expanded at the fastest rate in the course of mamalian evolution and its
lesions cause profound cognitive disorders in humans.
Pre-frontal areas, together with the anterior cingulate,
may collectively function as a 'central executive' or
'working memory' system controlling and maintaining on
line information from and to other brain areas. Our network simulations provide concrete examples of how this
system may operate (see figure 1).
The basic units of the network have been defined as
c/usters of synergie neurons, the state of activity of which
is assumed to code for an elementary neural representation. Each cluster is formalized as a set of (possibly) huodreds of neurons densely interconnected by excitatory
synapses which may exist in at least two self-sustained
states of activity (with eithèr a high or a low frequency of
discharge). Asa consequence, they are able to store memories through short delay period~. ln the models, clusters
are linked together by axon bundles. ln order to carry out
learning tasks, some of these links have to be modulated.
The local synaptic organization that we have postulated
for the modulated links is the above-mentioned synaptic
triad (17).

Moreover, incorporation o~allosteric receptors into networks of formai neurons may further contribute to the
modelization of interactions between synapses, for
instance, at the post-synaptic level. On the basis of observations on the acquisition of song by birds, a model of
neural networks that learn temporal sequences by selection was proposed [17) which relied upon allosteric
receptors, included within a device made up ofthree neurons, the synaptic triad. ln a triad the efficacyof a synapse
of neuron A on neuron B is influenced by a third neuron
C; called a modulator. Ifthe synapse A-B is excitatory and
its post-synaptic receptor spontaneously in a 'refr'actory'
conformation, then, synapse C-B will be able to switch
the post-synaptic receptor of synapse A-B into an 'activatable' state by releasing a diffusible chemical messen-

The global architecture of the networks is assumed to
encompass two distinct levels of organization: a) a low
level (no. 1), which governs the orientation of the orga-
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nism toward an object with a defined feature and would
correspond to a visuo-motor loop including visual areas
and the premotor cortex; and b) a high level (no. 2), which
controls the behavioral task according to a memory rule
and would be homologous to the pre-frontal cortex or
closely related areas.
A key feature of the model is that level 2 contains a particular category of clusters referred to as rule coding,
which each code for a single dimension (position, color,
shape, etc.) of the environment. Theirconnectivity is hierarchically organized in such a way that they 'globally'
regulate the efficacy of bundles .of connecti.ons, involved
in the processing of particular features of the environment
(input-output and memory clusters from the lower level).
This second level gives the organism the opportunity to
abstract 'categories' from the environment which are
more 'general, though more 'colT!plex', than particular
features of the cues.
During the acquisition step, the layer of rule-coding
neurons is assumed to play the role of a generator of diversity. According to the model: a) the rule-coding clusters
are active spontaneously, but because of lateral inhibition, only one cluster will be active at a time; and b) the
activity of this particular cluster changes at random with
time in such a way that the organism is able to test successively one (orthe other) of the dimension rules upon its
environment. ln other words, a searchby trial and error
takes place, until a positive reward is received. Then, the
particular cluster active at this precise moment is selected.
At present, the postulated mechanism of production of
pre-representations is too simple to be fully realistic. First
the range of variability to which the generator has access
is very small: one among.few possibilities. Moreover, the
rule-coding clusters are assumed to be pre-established in
the initial state of the organism while they might plausibly
be established via active epigenesis in the course of the
development of the organism. Future models should take
this aspect into consideration and introduce more 'productive' combinatorial mechanisms for the generation of
novel behaviors. Steps in this direction have been taken
with a new model of the Tower of London task, detailed
below.
The model suggested [19] offers an original implemen-

tation of a rewardmechanism,a processwhich is rarely
taken into account by connectionist models (see however
[20, 21]). At the network level, the selection of a given
active rule-coding cluster is viewed as an 'internalisation'
of the outside world via, for instance the limbic system
and/or the mesencephalic aminergic neurons with which
the pre-frontal cortex is densely interconnected. At the
molecular level, the reward signal would be a neurotransmitter su€h as dopamine, acetylcholine or a coexisting
messenger (22) exerting a global modulatory action e.g.
via volume transmission (23) or via targeted synaptic
triads (18). The maximal efficacy of the synaptic triads
would change according to an allosteric Hebb rule as
long as, within a given time window, the reward is
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positive and the post-synaptic neuron is active. Once a
given rule-coding cluster has been stabilized, the organism will continue to perform the task according to this
rule, unless a negative reward is received. Destabilization
of ail the rule-coding clusters will then take place, the
spontaneous activitywill start to vary again from one cluster to another, giving the organism the chance to discover
and learn a new rule. The speed of recovery from the
change of receptor efficacy, under these conditions,
governs the memory span of the generator (19).
.

.

ln the formai mode1, receptors for neurotransmitters
and/or neuro-modulatory signais thus play a crucial role.
Indeed, in the rat, a nicotinic receptor antagonist neuronal bungarotoxin decreases the working memory performance of a delayed matching to sample task (24) and
in the monkey Dl dopaminergic receptor antagonists
enhance the firing of the delay-neurons in a delayed
response task (25). Also, nicotinic receptor /32-subunit
knockout mice display altered passive avoidance task
(26). Thus, molecular biologymay soon provide new
means of testing the proposed neuronal circuits for working memory and reward.
Another interesting property of the model is the simulation of the electrophysiological activity of neurons
which keeps up a sustained firing during the delay period
in trained animais and antis:ipatethe behavior of the monkey (review [18, 27, 28]).
The model also illustratesthe role of two distinct levels
of organization. With the lower level only (or after lesions
of the higher level), the organism is still able to reach a
correct performance in the delayed matching to sample
task. Yet, in the absence of rule-coding clusters, the network systematicallyerrs. It displayserror perseverations
analogous to those observed in patients with frontal damage. ln other words, the model establishes a clearcut difference between a lower level conditioning or 'routine'
network and a higher level 'cognitive' memory network
which deals with noyer, non-routine changes in task
demands.

Finally,in the course of the modeling of the Wisconsin
card sorting task an additional piece ef architecture was
introduced (19). It consists.of an auto-evaluationloop
which short-circuitsthe reward input from the outside
world. It allows for an internai evaluation of covert motor
intentions without actualizing them as behaviors but by
testing them by comparison with memorized former
experiences (for details see [19]). This element of architecturegivesaccessto enhanced ratesof learningvia an
elementaryreasoningprocess.Still,the 'mental experiments' authorized by this autoevaluation loop are rather
simple minded! Fora more complex behavioral paradigm
where the above neural architectural principles could be
applied, we turned to a classical test of pre-frontal function, the Tower of London (29).
C. R.Acad. Sel.Paris.Sciences de la vie / Ufe Sciences
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Figure 1. Schematic description of the architecture of three models for distinct functions related to pre-frontal cortex.
For details, see refs. [1, 19, 32J. Ali three models embody a top-down hierarchy of neuronal assemblies whose activity is modified in a selective
manner by reward signais. Reward unit activity can be specified by a teacher external to the organization, as in the delayed response tasks used
with animais, or it can be internally generated by an auto-evaluation
loop. ln the latter case, the network becomes a critic of its own activity.
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5. A hierarchical network
for the Tower of London test

activation decreases, it means that the last move brought
the problem doser to a solution. Hence, in our network,
the temporal derivative of total remaining goal unit activity is used to activate positive or negative reward units.
The latter in turn activate dedicated plan units that either
validate the previous move and store it in working memory, or reject it and return to a previous memorized state.

The Tower of London [29] is derived from the dassical
Tower of Hanoi test. It consists in moving three colored
beads, mounted on vertical rods of unequal length, from
an initial position to a pre-specified goal. Patients with
pre-frontal cortex lesions experience difficulties in achieving a coherent solution [29-31].
Solving the problem calls for mentally planning, by trial
and error, a series of moves that successively brings ail ofthe beads to their desired location. We recently developed a network model, described in greater detail elsewhere, that implements this planning process [32]. The
key elements used in our previous models were used.
First, the model spontaneously generates tentative solutions to the problem at hand in a top-down, projective
manner. Second, such 'generation of diversity' occurs at
multiple hierarchicallevels. Third, auto-evaluation is used
to evaluate whether each tentative move brings the problem doser to a solution or not, and the unfolding plan is
amended or accepted through selection by an internai
reward system.
The schematic architecture of the model is shown on the

When simulated, the model generates solutions in a
manner remarkably similar to normal subjects. ln particular, it shows a gradient of difficulty similar to humans.
Simplé problems that cali only for one, two or three direct
moves are solved without trial-and-error. For more difficult
problems, the network generates a complex internaI
sequence of trial-and-error that often rapidly converges to
. a valid solution. Measurement of the network's errors rates
and solution times indicate a dose match to data from normal human subjects [33, 34]. When plan or reward units
are deteriorated in the simulation, however, the resolution
of complex problems becomes selectively impaired, as
observed in actual experiments with pre-frontal patients
[29-31]. The lesioned networks generate random trajectories that wander aimlessly in problem space. Their planning deficit can be attributed to an inability to guide the
selection of motor operations by an internai evaluation of
their relevance to reaching the goal, a characterization
which also applies to human frontal patients [35, 36].

figure. The model is divided into two main components: a
descending planning system (right) and an ascending
evaluation system (left). ln the descending planning system, the current plan unfolds internally at each of three
hierarchicallevel: plans, operations and gestures.Act(vation of plan units causesa seriesof activations at the lôwer
operation level, with a fringe of variability. Eachactivation
of an operation unit in turn causesthe sequential activation of twq units at the lower gesture level, one for pointing to a bead and another to point to its new location.
Hence, the descending planning generates a yariable,
'embedded' hierarchical sequence of internai moves.

The model makes several novel behavioral, neuropsychological and physiological predictions for experiments.
A crucial one concerns the role of internai reward systems
in guiding and selection reasoning processes. Diffuse catecholaminergic
projections system are predicted to be
active and to play an important role in problem solving.
Lesions of dopaminergic neurones may be simulated in
the model by removing the reward units, while alterations
of dopamine action on its receptors and/or related signal
transduction mechanisms [26] may be mimicked byaltering the parameters determining the impact of reward units
on plan units. ln both cases, a severe planning deficit similar to that caused by plan unit lesions is observed, in
good agreement with the deficits of Parkinsonian patients
in the Tower of London test [37-39].

This sequence, however, is not entirely random, but is
limited by constraints provided by the ascending evaluation system. Based on the given of an initial state and a
goal state, this system computes which beads are movable, which subgoals (misplaced beads) remain to be
solved, and which subgoals are directly reachable. When
a bead can be placed directly at its final location, the corresponding operation is activated and executed immediately, without calling for plan unit activation. Only if no
such m~)Veis available are plan units needed to activate
the 'generator of diversity' of ope'ration units and to generate a tentative move.

6. Conclusion
We have described how a consideration of basic principies of architectural, cellular and molecular organization
of the brain can guide the development of simple models
of brain function. While these models may appear simplistic compared to the complexity of actual cerebral networks, we believe that they capture significant aspects of
cerebral function: its projective nature, its organization in
multiple parallel circuits, and its constant modification
through selection by internai reward signais. Through
computer simulation, the known molecular properties of
receptor channels intervening in reward and working
memory circuits can then be tentatively related to specific
functional roles.

As in the Wisconsin Card Sorting mode 1,a keyelement
of the network is the internai reward and auto-evaluation
system. ln the Tower of London test, no external feedback
is received at ail about the correctness of tentative moves.
Hence, in our model, reward units are now exdusively
activated by an internaI auto-evaluation loop. The total
activation of remaining goal units is used to compute an
internai estimate of distance to the goal: when this total
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